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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our concern in this paper is with the ordinary (complex number) 
character theory of solvable groups. If the lengths of some of the earlier 
papers on this subject [ l-3,8] are a reliable indication, this is a surprisingly 
complicated and nontrivial theory. Nevertheless, some of the important 
results are considerably less deep than one would be led to believe by the 
number of pages involved. 
This paper contains no new theorems and few new ideas. It is addressed to 
the reader who, while familiar with character theory, has not mastered the 
literature on characters of solvable groups. Its purpose is to give such a 
reader a feeling for the subject and to provide him with accessible proofs for 
a few of the main results. 
Although we certainly do not attempt to prove the strongest or most 
general results possible (or known), nevertheless, the paper does contain a 
few items which have application outside of solvable groups. In particular, 
we have included (in Section 4) a brief exposition of tensor induction. 
Although our main result could have been proved using an ad hoc argument 
in place of this general technique, the author is now convinced (after 
considerable initial resistance) that tensor induction is valuable and deserves 
further exposure. 
Naturally, a key idea in the study of characters of solvable groups is to 
consider the relationships between characters and chief sections. In 
particular, suppose that K/L. is an abelian chief section of G and let 
~9 E Irr(K) be invariant in G. Then according to the “going down” theorem 
(Theorem 6.18 of [9]), one of the following must occur: 
(a) @,is irreducible. 
(b) %=C:=A where the (Pi E Irr(L) are distinct and t = JK : L 1. 
(c) 6, = eq, where (p E Irr(L) and e2 = IK : L (. 
Depending, of course, on the specific problem under consideration, if 
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either (a)~ os (b) oem it is generally relatively easy to proceed. (For 
ino~mee, if (b$ how then the 4nertia group. T = I&r) is proper, and: an 
inductive hypothesis might N :a#ied) 
It is case (c) which is most difficult (and interest.ing),and to which most of 
our attention will be directed. In this case, we have the following: 
THSOREH A. Let K/L be a CMgffactor qf the solw& group G. Stqpvse 
e E In(K).+ inwuiaet-. & G and.,qiwqte that ,e, = ekp, y&m qo fz h(L) ayd 
e2 = ) K : L I. Then there. exists HE G and Q b(iecrfon .z: Irr(H 1 (p) -? Irr(G ] 0) 
such that 
(a) KH=G, Kn’H=L, 
@I CV) = e&l) fpr id C E Wf t PD). 
The notation Irr(G,j 8)here means. (x E Irr(G) ] kKi (Sk+ 0) and similarly, 
IrrQHj @) is the set of irreducible ch&cters of H whii lie over 9. 
Actually, quite a bit more cth be said in the situation of Theorem A. For 
instance, if IK/L I is odd, one cm. .list %&her propertk (e), (d),... such thet 
H will:& unique sp rs’ conju@cy and 1~’ will be unique. Jurthermore, if 
1 K/L I is odd, one need not assume that it is, chief; it a&i= .for it to be 
abelian. Also, G need not be solvable in this case. The psoofsc of :tke 
bertions cm&de tb : bulk of I@, &]. 
If K/L is a tgroup~ in~‘i%eorem A, no uniqueness result Ear the map R is 
possible. The first published proof of a result which inohtdes this cese is in I%. 
C. Dade’s paper [3] although he had obtained results of this nature much 
earlier in his ,mimeogfaphed notes [ 11. 
Theorem A is not q&e strong enough for the applications we have in 
mind, and so we wish to weaken the-hypothesis that K/L’ is chief: 
DEP~ON. Let L, K 9 G ,wlth L C K and K/L abelian. We say that 
K/L is a strong section of G if there exists N el G such that the group S z 
N/C,(K/L) of automorphisms of K/L induced by N satisfies 
(9 %tS) = 1, 
(ii) (ISI, [K/L]) = 1, 
(iii) S is solvable. 
Note that K/L is strong in.0 X it is strong in GIL. Alao, if G iss&able 
and K/L is a noncentral chii fector, then K/k is Mcess&y strong. To’see 
this, let C = C,(K/L) < G rind choose N so that.N/C is a chief fkc&x.of G. 
It is then routine to check that S = N/C satisfies the conditions. As a conse- 
quence, we me that the n&t maalt, which is the mslintheorem OE this paper, 
indudes~ A ewi.speciel cese. 
The following is essentially Theorem 5.10 of [3]. 
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THEOREM B. Assume that K/L is a strong section of G. Let 8 E Irr(K) 
be invariant in G and suppose 9, = e9, where e2 = 1K : L ) and 9 E Irr(L). 
Then there exists H E G and a buection n: Irr(H 19) + Irr(G 18) such that 
(a) KH=G and KnH=L, 
(b) r”(l) = W)for tE WHI 9). 
As was indicated earlier, the case where IK/L ] is even poses special 
difficulties. One purpose of this paper, beyond that of the exposition of 
known results, is to present a significant simplification of Dade’s proof for 
this case. Since K/L is strong, we have a certain group S z N/C,(K/L) 
which we consider. Our simplification exploits the fact that S is solvable. In 
fact, the theorem would remain true if the assumption that S is solvable were 
dropped from the definition of a strong section. This is so because if ] K/L I is 
odd, other techniques are available to prove the result (for instance [8]) and 
if ] K/L ] is even, then ] S ] is odd by condition (ii) of the definition, and thus S 
is solvable by the Feit-Thompson theorem. Here, we are assuming that S is 
solvable, and so we need not consider separately the cases JK/L ] odd and 
IK/L( even. (It should be pointed out that in [3], Dade neither assumes that 
S is solvable nor uses the odd order theorem.) 
The observation that the solvability of S could be used to simplify the 
argument in [3] was made by the author and independently by R. B. 
Howlett. (Howlett’s version [7] includes what is essentially the hard part of 
the proof of Theorem B.) 
This paper grew out of a series of lectures I gave at the University of 
Warwick, England, in the spring of 1977, and I will take this opportunity to 
thank the Mathematics Institute there for their hospitality. Thanks are also 
due to R. B. Howlett for giving me a preliminary version of his paper (which 
has influenced the final form of this work) and to E. C. Dade and T. R. 
Berger whose letters and conservations (respectively) were invaluable. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
Although it may be somewhat unorthodox to present applications of a 
theory before discussing the theory itself, it seems appropriate to do so in 
this case. Theorem B and its proof are rather technical, and the reader may 
need to be convinced that they are of any value. It is hoped that the two 
theorems below will provide the necessary motivation. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A act on G and assume that G is solvable and that 
(I A I, ( G() = 1. Then the number of A-invariant irreducible characters of G is 
equal to the total number of irreducible characters of C,(A). 
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.:,mW:12, ,&et G&~tM~:latvRE Syi,(o) und Iat N=N,(P). 
Ben Gdanddv Awrrle tpahd&r# #hvedndh ehuttxters with p’-d&me, 
If A is solvable in Theorem 2.1 (&out a&ihg G is solvable), the 
tixm&ah:~bs:c&. L q+milk’~~&~ 0. Glarlbman s ([a] ar we Chsp. 13 
dj9)f. If A in naarolvMe;.th~ by the &&das thearem, it follows that IA 1 
isiCevcm~.& thu$ iGI..ie odd (and .G i&.necea&ly solvable); This zase of 
Theorem2.1 was pfoved~in [l;g]. WklalullipMvaZheorem2.1 here using 
Theorem B and without appealing to Glauberman’s theorem. It should be 
plentioned, howeyerr,“Fat w Glau+rm+ result when A is solvable and 
tIk ‘ati&&s p&t, Ih‘. [8 ] &hen 1 GI la b;iig j;il ‘wrplicit, uniquely &imed 
b&ction$ b@+& thd relevant s&s “‘ti ~$a&&.’ (AM T. R. Wolf .has 
tiw .q.. , ‘&at t&e. mkpd a&&e ‘khe$@& ke de&d.) We shall not 
cbnstruct expticit f&ps lk’#hls pap&. 
Theorem 2.2 is the solvable case of a conjecture of J. McKay [lo]. The 
qqc of Thtorcllpir,?.t?,,wk~#3 :.~@I is @$j;yw pro1y.cd in {S] md the full 
(My$k). rep$ FW $+@wJ$y M&J,l?J using D&‘s @.I3..1 red ati ah 
independently by Hewlett. We kill actually JP”~C m slightly more 
w=,* than W) * ,yf w&gl!p 4 to J?f$*..Hall ~--iPv where If 
mqy coqsistsof mv thao p q-&p@ 
We need some general (andkmwn) fa* pbut ,cop&e action. The next 
+wlt is ,due tp, Gjtplpppqp{S~ (4@,~ Lemma 13.8 and Corollary 13.9 
of IBIb Lts W&m4da m*, e&w3 prrtt of thy schur-z~oaJlo~ 
theoran Fq e tqlyik *e. w;-wpson thee- p prove it in full 
generality. We sh@l ~,.~,~-iciuso where G is solvable, however. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let groups A and G act on a set sl and suppose also that A 
occs on G ibt48wunophtwns. Asme 
(i) QA I, lG@ 1, 
(ii) G is trunsftive on 5). 
(iii)‘(~~g)~~ar*(a.a)~g’Sd,hlfaE’R,~gEGanda~EA. 
@yt the .se& qfjked,m&ts. J A m .5),is jnnwqpty and is an orbit under 
CdA I- 
AWtUnplc’bf -h& %Wt&bMhM~ let&a can’-& ,* in the study of 
dh&m %3lla followilq. 
and let N 4 G be A-invariant. Assume 
that (IA I, l WI) = f (a be A&kfUnt. Let B/N = COIN(A). 
Then xN has an A-invariant irmducible constituent 0 and all such 
Consti~Sums~~~ 8iltdee8. 
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Proof: Let 0 be the set of irreducible constituents of xN. Then G/N acts 
transitively on 0 and A acts on G/N and on 0. The hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.3 hold and the result follows. m 
The next result is a somewhat less trivial application of Glauberman’s 
lemma which is in some sense dual to Corollary 2.4. We shall only consider 
the case where G/N is abelian although the result holds without this 
assumption. (See Theorem 13.31 and Problem 13.10 of [9].) 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A act on G and let N 4 G be A-invariant. Assume that 
(IA Iv I WI) = 1 and that G/N is abelian. Let 0 E Irr(N) be A-invariant. 
Then BG has an A-invariant irreducible constituent x. If C,,,,,(A) = 1, then x 
is unique and tyC,,JA) = G/N, then every irreducible constituent of BG is A- 
invariant. 
ProoJ Let H = Irr(G/N) and let R be the set of irreducible constituents 
of BG. Then A acts on H and on J2 and also H is a group and acts on 0 by 
x.n=xJ forzEn andLEH. 
We show that H is transitive on 0. If x E G, then k,,,)’ = (XN l,)G = 
~(1~)~ =x ,7J,, 1. If also w  E Q, then 0 # [XN, v,,,] = [&)G, w] and hence 
w  = xi for some 1 E H as desired. 
Conditions (i) and (iii) of Lemma 2.3 are clear and we conclude that 0 
contains an A-invariant element x. To complete the proof we observe that if 
CG,N(A) = 1, then C,(A) = 1 and if CG,N(A) = G/N, then C,(A) = H. The 
result now follows from the fact that the A-fmed elements of D form an orbit 
under C,(A). 1 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A act on G and let N a G be A-invariant. Assume 
that (IA I,/ GINI) = 1 and that C,&A) = G/N. Let f? E Irr(N) be A-invariant. 
Then every irreducible constituent of BG is A-invariant. 
ProoJ Note that all conjugates of 19 under G are A-invariant. Let g E G 
and write M= (N, g) so that M/N is abelian and M is A-invariant. If x is a 
constituent of BG, then xM is a sum of irreducible characters, each of which is 
an irreducible constituent of some (B”)M for x E G. By Lemma 2.5, we see 
that each such character w  is A-invariant and so w( g”) = v(g) for a EA. 
Since this holds for all irreducible constituents of xM, we conclude that 
XW) =x(g). s ince g E G was arbitrary, we see that x is A-invariant as 
desired. i 
We need one further general lemma. (See Lemma 10.5 of [8].) 
LEMMA 2.7. LetM(1GandHGGwithMH=GandputL=MnH. 
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Let,,6 G I~J$.&&) ,ke invariant +I 6 and suppose that & =(P E I@). Then 
restriction d&es a buection 
&x$ ,Let ,~;f~Ils;(G 10) and let VI be an irreducible constituent of xmr. 
Then xM = e8, x L = ep and wr. = fq for integers f < e. Now 
e = kit 61 G WIM9 @I= I(~05 4 = bh A= f 4 e 
and so we have equality throughout. 
From e = f, we conclude that x(l) = w(1) and thus x,, = w  and restriction 
does define a map Irr(G I@)+ Ir+(H 1 cp). If also xh = w  with x’ E Irr(G I 6) 
and x’ # x, then 
a contradiction. The map is thus one-to-one. 
Given y,E Irr(H I (p), we have 
and so vi0 has some constituent x’E Irr(G I 0). Then xH = w  by the above and 
the mai is onto. fl 
We now work toward a proof of Theorem 2.1. If A acts on G, we 
introduce the notation Irr;(G) for the set of A-invariant irreducible 
characters of G. If N a G and 8E Irr(N), then Irr(G ( 0) is the set of 
irreducible comit\innts of@. We. write Irr,(G I 8) i= IrrA,(G) n Irr(G I 0). 
The next result is actually a *slight generalization of Theorem 2.1. The 
original version follows from it by setting L = 1. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A act on G with (I GI, IA I) = 1 and assume that G is 
solvable. Write C = C,(A) and let L a G be A-invariant. Let p E Irr,(L). 
Then 
Note that by Corollary 2.6, every element of Irr(LC I (p) is A-invariant and 
so the subscript A on the right of the above equation is in fact redundant. 
Proof qf Theorem 2.8. We work by induction on I G : L I. I I, 
Step 1. Wemay ~1)s~ that B, is invariant in G. 
Proof. Let T = IG(cp), the inertia group, and suppose T < G. Note 
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that T is A-invariant since p is, and so the inductive hypothesis yields 
lI~~(Tl~l= II~AWT~CC)I PI- 
Now character induction defines a bijection Irr(T Iv)+ Irr(G (cp) (by 
Theorem 6.11 of [9]) and since this map commutes with the action of A, we 
have IIr#7 PI = IIrW I PI ad similarly IIrr,W IdI = 
lW(LCn r) I dl. S ince L(Tn C) = LC n T, the result follows in this case 
and so we may assume T = G. i 
Step 2. Let L < K 4 G with K A-invariant. Let C act on Irr,(K ] VP> 
and let Y be a set of representatives for the orbits. Then for A-invariant X 
with KC c_Xc_ G, we have the disjoint union 
Irr, (X ] VP) = (J Irr, (X I 0). 
es9 
(2-l) 
Proof. Note that Irr,(K ) (D) is invariant under C since C fixes ~0 by 
step 1. It is immediate that Irr, (X ] 8) c IrrJX ] o) for all 9 E 9 E Irr(K ] rp). 
Conversely, if r E IrrA(X I o), then by Corollary 2.4, & has some A-invariant 
irreducible constituent q. Since & is a multiple of p by step 1, we have 
t] E Irr, (K ] p) and thus qc E 9 for some c E C. Since C s X, it follows that 
r E Irr, (X ] q’) and the equality in (2.1) is proved. 
Now suppose 4 E Irr,(X ] 8) n Irr,(X ] 0’) with 9,8’ E P’. Then by 
Corollary 2.4, 0’ = Bb for some b E B, where B/K = C,,,(A). By a standard 
fact about coprime action (which follows easily from Lemma 2.3) we have 
B = KC and 8’ = t9’ for some c E C. Thus 0 = 8’ by the definition of 9. 1 
Step 3. We may assume that KC = G for every A-invariant K with 
LcKaG. 
Proof: Assume that KC < G. By the inductive hypothesis we have 
] Irr,(LC ] p)] = ]Irr,(KC ] p)]. Let Sp be as in step 2. Then 
i err, (KC i di = II9 i err, (KC i e)i 
by step 2 with X = KC. 
Since ] G : K ] < ] G : L I, the inductive hypothesis yields ] Irr,(KC I t9)( = 
] Irr,(G ( e)] for 0 E 9. Another application of step 2, with X = G, yields 
& I Irr,(G I @>I = I WG I (PII. 
Combining these equations yields the result. 1 
Write V= LC. We may clearly assume L E V < G and we fix A-invariant 
K a G such that K/L is a chief factor of the semidirect product GA. 
Step 4. KV=G and KnV=L. 
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Prod: The flr& asaertioniis immediate skee KC-G by atcp3. 
Since K/L is abelian (by &a illolvability of G&it foltows that K fT Y 4 G and 
thus Kn V a GA. If Kn Y > L, then since K/L is chief, we have Y2 
KnY=KandG=Kl’==V;acontradiction. 1 
step 5. we~aan write Irr”(R 19,) = (e}. 
Proof. We have C,,L(A) = L(K n C)/L = 1 since K n C C 
Kn V=L. ‘lkdm, IIrr,(KI(p]= 1 by Lemma25 m 
Siep 6. Let 9 be as in step 5. Then 8 is invariant in GA and we may 
assume &=eo with e’=lK:LI. 
Pmi$ Since C acts on IrrJK tq)- (a}, we 8ee that 8 is invariant 
underKC=G and thus isinvariant in GA. By step 1 we have 6,=q for 
some integer e and since K/L is chief in GA, the .“going dolvn” theormn 
((6.18) of 191) yields that either e= 1 or e’= tR: : Lt. If e = 1, then 
tirr(G t @)I 3: IIrr(F’t cp] byLemmaQ.7. However; Irr(G 10) = Irr,(G If?) and 
Irr(V 1 (p) = IrrA(V 1 cp) by Corollary 26. Thexesult thus follows in this case 
and we may assume e* = Ik: : L 1. i 
Step 7.’ We may assume that K{L is strong in G and K/L has a 
unique conjugacy class of complements iu G/L. 
Proof. If K=G then ‘V=L “d by steps, IIrrA(U(~)t=l= 
(Ifl;((V I #I. Assume then that .K#( G and let N a 0 be such that N,)‘K is a 
chief factor of GA. If U/L = C,,L(N), then U u GA and so W = K or U = L. 
If U-K, then NnI’aG and NnV>L. I& stcp3, (NnI’)C==G 
which is not the ease sithx (NnV)CEV< G. Thus tJ-=L and 
&(N) = 1. Since N/K is a p-group, it follows that (IK/L I, IN/KI) = 1 and 
K/L is strong. 
If H/L is a complement to K/L in G/L, then (Hn N)/L E Syl,(N/L). 
Also, N,(HnN) = U= L and so @=N,(HnN). rt follows that all 
complements are conjugate. I 
Step -8. 1Irr,(G (o)l= IIrrA(V( 91, as desired. 
Proof: By steps 6 and 7, Theorem B ep$lies and there exists H c G 
with KH=G and KnH=L such that IIrr(Gt8]=tIrr(HIo)(. By step7, 
we may Psume H = V. TWe khat Irr(G 1 e)!== Irr,(G I B)and Irr(V( (p) = 
IrrJV I q) by Corollary 2.6. Also Irr,(G 16) - Irt’dG 1 p) by steps 2 and 5. 
The rest& iM%!nMs 4$yx%Mbin~g these equations. -I . 
A pet@ of Theorem 2.2 oan be oart$d+t aloog quite similar lines. If R is 
a set of primes, we write Irr”(G) for the set of 2 E Irr(G) suchithat x(l) is 
not divisible by any prime in II. Also, Irr”(G 18) denotes Irr(G 16) n Irr”(G) 
if 8 E Irr(N) with N a G. The following is a generalization of Theorem 2.2 
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THEOREM 2.9. Let G be solvable and let P E Syl,(G) be a Hall x- 
subgroup. Write N = N,(P). Let L 4 G and suppose Q, E Irr,(L). Then 
1 Irr”(G 1 p)l= 1 Irr”(LN 1 rp)l. 
The next lemma substitutes for Corollary 2.4 in this situation. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let G be solvable and suppose P E Syl,(G). Let M u G 
and x E Irr”(G). Then xM has a constituent in Irr,(M) and all such 
constituents are conjugate under N,(P). 
Proof. Let 19 be any irreducible constituent ofxv and let T = IJO). Since 
x has Y-degree, we see that T has al-index and thus T8 1 P for some g E G. 
Replacing 8 by e8 and T by T8, we may assume that 13 E Irr,(M) as desired. 
If also 8’ E Irr,(M) is a constituent of x~, then 0’ = 8” for some x E G 
and hence Px s Zo(6”). Since also P cZo(&), we have Pxf = P for some 
t E Z,&Y). Then xt E No(P) and BXf = (0’)’ = 8’. I 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Most of this proof is essentially identical to the 
proof of Theorem 2.8 and so we shall provide only a sketch, emphasizing the 
differences from the previous argument. 
The proof is by induction on I G : L I. We reduce to the case that q is 
invariant in G using T = I&). To prove that IIrr”(T I q)l = IIrr”(G I cp)l, 
observe that T has $-index since P E T. 
Suppose L < K Q G. Then N acts on Irr,(K I p) and we let 9 be a set of 
orbit representatives. If KN s X c G, we have the disjoint union 
Irr”(X 19) = u Irr”(X I e). 
BE9 
(2.2) 
The proof of this runs parallel to that of (2.1) in Theorem 2.8, except that 
Lemma 2.10 is used in place of Corollary 2.4. 
Using the inductive hypothesis and two applications of (2.2) we obtain 
I IWG I PII = I Irr”WN I dl 
and thus if KN < G, the inductive hypothesis yields the result. We thus 
assume that KN = G whenever L < K 4 G. 
Let V= LN and assume V < G. Then L < G and we may take K/L to be 
a chief factor of G. Then KV = G and K n V= L. Also, by the Frattini 
argument, V = N,(PL) and thus C,,=(P) = 1. Lemma 2.5 then yields that 
Irr,(K) = {0} for some 8. By (2.2) we have 
Irr”(G I 0) = Irr”(G I (D) 
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and it suffices to show that 
I WG I @)I = I i+(v I ~11. (213) 
Now 8 is invariant in XN = G and hence S, = q with e = 1 or e* = 
IK :L I. If e.~ 1, (2.3) follows from Lemma 2.7 since restriction preserves 
agrees. Ifa2=]K:L] we observe that K/L is strong in G by taking $ = 
dlpIC,(K/L). Since C&(P)= 1, we have C,,L(S) = 1. Also 
(ISI, IKJLI) = 1 as required.. 
Theorem B now yields H E G with HK = G and H n K = L. Replacing H 
by a conjugah we may assume that H 2 P and thus Y 2 V. It follows that 
H = V and Theorem B yields a bijection u from Irr(V] e) onto Irr(G ] 6). 
Since $(l)=&(l), we see that u maps Irr”( Y ] cp) onto Irr”(G ] 0) and (2.3) 
follows. I 
3. CHARACTER TRIPLE ISOMORPHISM 
The purpose of this section is to present a result which will allow us to 
assume that .cp( 1) = l in t& proof of Theorem B, The etandwd t@miq~ for 
this type of reduction is touse the theory of p@ective representations, which 
we find more convenient toapply indirectly. We will state a purely character 
theoretic result which is proved using projective representations. Appeal to 
this theorem eliminates the need for explicit use of projective representations 
in this paper and in many other applications. (The result in question appears 
as Theorem 11.28 of [9] and so we will not prove it here.) 
We need some definitions. We say that (G, N, 0) is a character triple if 
N Q G and 8 E &r(N) is invariant in G. With an appropriate definition of 
“isomorphbm” (given below), we have 
THBORBM 3.1. Let (G, N, 0) be a ckQrw&er triple. Then there exists an 
isomorphic character triple (G*, N*, tJ*) such that N* E Z(G*) and 8* is 
jiittl@d. 
Informally, what it means to say that (G, A$@) and (G;,N*, 8*) are 
isomorphio is that G/N 7 4&*/N?, r)nd that the characters ly&g over 8 of the 
subgroups of G wntaimng N behave “just like” the characters of the 
cormspmding subgroups of ,G* wmaining N*. More ~praciaely, suppose 
cr: G/N-+ G*/N* is an isomorphism. If NEXT_ G, let X* s G* be defiied 
by u(X/N) EX*/N*. Sugpm &ther that for each such .X, there is a 
bijection (also denoted *) fiam. Irr(X] 0) onto Err(X* ] 6*). To make the 
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various character bijections compatible with each other, with the 
isomorphism u and with the characters of G/N and its subgroups, we assume 
[tlm @I = [vii* 9 <*PI (3.1) 
whenever N 5 H c K c G; q E Irr(K ] ~9); c E Irr(H ] 19) and /3 E Irr(H/N). 
Here, p E Irr(H*/N*) is the character corresponding to /I under u (which 
maps H/N onto H*/N*). We say that (G,N, t9) and (G*, N*, 19*) are 
isomorphic if this condition holds. (Actually, for the applications of 
Theorem 3.1 in this paper, a slightly weaker definition of character triple 
isomorphism would suffice. We will only need (3.1) in the case that /I is the 
principal character of H/N.) 
A useful (though trivial) example of a character triple isomorphism is 
(G N, 8) z (G/K N/K e*), where K= ker 8 and 8*(Kn) = 0(n). Some 
important consequences of an isomorphism between (G, N, f?) and 
(G*, N*, 0*) are the following: 
(a) r*(l) = r(l) e*(iye(i) for <E Irr(X] 19). 
(b) If N EXE Y s G and <E Irr(X ] @, then < extends to Y iff r* 
extends to Y*. 
Note that both the hypotheses and the conclusions of Theorem B are 
invariant under character triple isomorphisms (G, L, cp) z (G*, L*, cp*) and 
thus by Theorem 3.1 it is no loss to assume that L E Z(G) and Q, is faithful 
(so that L is cyclic). 
4. TENSOR INDUCTION 
Let HE G and let F be an arbitrary field. If we are given an F[H]-module 
W, then the familiar process of induction yields the F[G]-module p. In this 
section we give an exposition of “tensor induction” which is another, less 
well known, method for constructing an F[G]-module from W. The resulting 
module is denoted W=. 
The construction of Ww was given in 1967 by E. C. Dade (see pp. 180 
and 18 1 of [ 11) and was independently discovered by A. Dress [4] in 1970. 
A related, and in fact more general, construction was used at about the same 
time by J. P. Serre to prove a result on cohomological dimension of groups. 
(See p. 442 of [ 1 l] for an exposition of Serre’s theorem.) Special cases of 
tensor induction have been used by T. R. Berger to study representations of 
particular types of groups. 
To construct W@‘, choose a set T of representatives for the right cosets of 
H in G. For t E T and g E G, we write t . g E T to denote the representative 
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Now let {IV, 1 f E T} be a collection of F-spaces, each isomorphic to W, 
and let R,: W-, W, be a &cd F&norphism. Write 
where we are assuming some fixed ‘but arbitrary total order on T md the 
tensor product is over F. In orden to make W@ into a G-module, we defme 
an action of g E G on the pure tensors @ w, for w, E Wt. The action will be 
well defImed because it is linear in each wt. 
Wewrite 
(0 w,)&!= ox,, 
xt = wt.,-w-‘(r * g-‘)gt-‘n E wt. (4.1) 
(Note that we have suppressed the subscripts t . 8-l on 11-l and t on z) 
Since wt.,dl E W and (t - g-l)gt-’ E H, we have 
~~.~-,rr-‘(t. g-‘)gt-’ E W and (4.1) makes sense. It is routine to check 
that ((a~,)) gi) g, = (@wt)(gl g,) and thus p is an F[G]-module. Note 
that dim WoG = (dim W)IG:Hi. In particular, if dim W= 1 then 
dim,Wm = 1. It is interesting to note that in this case, if W aRmis the 
linear chwr.&M-+FX, then, W QW aff~&~ the character p defined by 
~g)~&o(&wbae ti; G+H/ff’ is the tran* map. 
I.& FP C and,:suppose W @@rds the character y (where dim W is 
arbitrary). It !is not too difficult to compute the character of Ww and 
although this& i*ll not be needed hen, we will give a formula for this 
character which is denoted w m. (See Proposition 9.20 of [ 11.) For g E G, let 
T, be a setof~atlves for the orbits of (g) in its action on T via . . 
For c E T, let n(f) denote the size of the (g)-orbit containing t. Then 
(4.2) 
One can see from (4.2) that if T is replaced by another set of coset 
reqmaadfes for ‘H in G a is &en a &ff&ent or&ring, then the char- 
~isunchaa~sadthustlalrisomorphism:~~thcmod~eW~ 
,ykplads curly on the isomorpliism class of WC@ fa& it is routine TV prove 
this t.vkat@fa arbitrary fmlds F.) 
We wiI4 need the -following character resulti 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let N c H c G with N a G and let w  be a character of H. 
Then for n E N we have 
w  O”(n) = n v(tnt-‘), (4.3) 
IET 
where T is a set of representatives for the right cosets of H in G. 
Prooj Let W afford w  and note that t. n = t for all n E N. Thus in 
computing ( @ w,)n = @ xI, (4.1) yields 
x, = w,7r;1tnt-1n, 
and so (W@“), is the tensor product of the representations W, of N with 
characters I/. 1 
5. CENTRAL PRODUCTS 
Let K be a group with subgroups WI,..., W, for r > 1 and let L = 0 Wi. 
We say that K is the (internal) central product of the Wi provided that 
(i) [W,, W,]= 1 for i#j. 
(ii) n W, = K. 
(iii) n (WJL) is direct in K/L. 
Note that by (i) and (ii), each W, a K and hence L a K and (iii) makes 
sense. Also, since r > 1, it follows from (i) and (ii) that L c Z(K). 
If K is the central product of subgroups W, as above, we construct the 
external direct product $? = x W,. There exists a surjective homomorphism 
Q: 8+ K defined by u((wi ,..., w,)) = wi en- w,. The following result 
describing the character theory of central products is fairly standard. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume the above notation and let 0 E Irr(K). Let 8, be an 
irreducible constituent of 8,, and let 0 = 8, x --- x Br E I&. Then: 
(a) The 9, are uniquely determined by 8. 
(b) d(x) = O(o(x)) for x E It. 
(c) ker c G ker 4. 
Proof: Since W,C,( W,) = K, each 0, is invariant in K and we can write 
e,, = a,B, for positive integers a,. Statement (a) follows. 
Because u maps onto K, there exists u/E I@) with v(x) = 8@(x)) for 
x E R. Since Z? is a direct product, we can write w  = w1 x - -. X vr with vi E 
Irr( Wi). Conclusions (b) and (c) will follow when we prove I,U* = Bi. 
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-L&b,= m;l y,(l). Then f0r’w.E W, we have 
b4(w) = w(( l,..., w, l,..., 1)) = e(w) = C@,(w) 
and since dye, 19, E Irr( W,), we can conclude by linear independence that 
yr = 3, as desired. 8 
The following theorem, proved by the technique of tensor induction, is a 
gener&ation of a familiar fact about representations of wreath products: 
invariant irreducible representations of the base group are extendible. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be the central product of subgroups W,, 1 Q i Q r, 
and let U act on K and permute the W, transitioely. Let G = KU be the 
semidrect product and let 8 E &T(K) be inuariant under U. Let 9, be the 
irreduciq!e constituent ‘of 8,, and assume 8, is extendible to W, H, where 
H = N,( WI). Thert B is extendible to G. 
Proof. IA % and Q be as in the previous discussion. Define an action of 
Uon{1,2,...,r}byi.u=jif(W,)“=W,.LetUactonRby 
(y, ,-*-, w,)@ = (WY.,-, ,..., w;.“-,). 
It is routine to check that .h defines an automorphism of $ and that 0(x”) = 
a(x)” for x E f. Let 6 = l?U, the’ semidirect product, and let r: G + G be 
defined by r(xu) = a(x)u for x E R and u E U. Then r is a homomorphism 
which extends u and maps G onto G. By Lemma 5.1 suffices to extend 8 
to e. 
Now let W be the natural image of W, in K and let N be its complement, 
the product of the remaining W,‘s. Then H = N,(W) and we have kH = 
N&V)=NWH and Nn(WH)= 1. ‘Note that the subgroup WHS 6 is 
isomorphic to W, H c G and so viewing f3i E Irr( W), we conclude that 0, is 
extendible to WH. It follows that there exists v E h-r(&) with Nc ker w  
and I//~=&. Let x=t#? We claim that x is the desired extension of 4 
to 6. 
Let T be a set of right coset represeutatives for H in U 80 that it also 
represents the,coaets of IfH in 0. For K@ &, Lemma 4.1 yields 
~(x)+-&q(txt-‘). 
teT 
Since lyf(w i +, W,)) = dl(w,) for wf E .W,, Ye me that 
x(6, ,*a*, w,)) = i-I WC:). 
tET 
607/43/3-7 
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Because 0 is invariant under U, we have e,.,(w”) = O,(w) for w  E W, and 
u E U and hence 
X((Wl v-*.9 wd= n 4 .t(wl .,I = fi e,h) = 8w,,..., w,)) 
tET I=1 
as desired. 1 
The next result concerns a type of central semidirect product. It relates the 
existence of a character correspondence as in Theorem B with the existence 
of extensions of characters from normal subgroups. 
THEOREM 5.3. LetKdGandUcGwithKU=GandKnU=LE 
Z(G). Observe that U/L acts on K and construct the semidirect product 
K %I (U/L) = G,. Let e E Irr(K) and write t9, = erp with v, E Irr(L). 
(a) If 8 is extendible to G,, then there exists a bgection II: Irr(U / p) --) 
Irr(G 10) with {“( 1) = e{( 1). 
(b) If 0 extends to G and cp extends to U, then 8 extends to G,. 
Proof. Since U acts on K, we construct the semidirect product 
K >a U = I’. Identify K with the corresponding normal subgroup of r and let 
t be a fixed isomorphism from U to a complement for K in r. 
NotethatKL’=KxL’andwecanextend8to~EIrr(KLr)withL’~ 
ker 8. Now T/L’ z G, and 0 extends to G, iff 8 extends to r. 
r 
QY 
UT 
‘\‘\\, / 
L’ 
1 
We have a homomorphism 6: r-+ G defined by a(ku’) = ku. Then o maps 
ontoGandweletN=kerasothatN={[-‘I’I/EL}. 
To prove (a), assume that 0 extends to G, so that 8 extends to x E Irr(T). 
ket { E Irr(U ] 9) and let r be the corresponding character of r/K so that 
{(ku’) = c(u) for k E K and u E U. By Theorem 6.17 of [9], <+ & defines 
a,” injection of Irr(U ] q) into Irr(T] 0). Note that NE ker(&) since 
W’O = r(l) = al) v(l) and ~(Z-1f’)=8(1~‘Z7)=~(1-‘)=ecp(I-1)= 
e&Z)-‘. Therefore & may be viewed as a character <” of G z r/N. For 
kE K, we have r”(k)=&(k) =<(l)O(k) and hence <” E Irr(G ] t9) and 
C(l) = et(l). 
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6 To sac that n maps onto Irr&?@), let y E’Irr(G 119) bncl view v E Irr(F 1 a) 
with Nh;kery. Then r=dfor some <EIrr(U) andthe condition that 
N c ker w  yields that { E Irr(U 1 (p). Thus w  lies in the image of x and the 
proof of (a) is complete. 
To prove (b), assume that 4 and 8 err@& to v E Irr(G) and 4 E Irr(U), 
respectMy. View w  E Irr(r) with N E ‘ker q and& CE Irr(r/K) correspond 
to < as before. Note that c( 1) = 1 and let x = I& ’ E Irr(T). Then 
x(1’) = ~(P)qo” = tjt(l)q(l)-’ = e =x(l) 
where the second equality holds since Z-‘I’ E NE ker w. Thus L’ c ker x 
and x is an extension of 8. Thus, 0 extends to G, as desired. 1 
6. AN EXTENDIBLEC~RACTER 
In this section we do most of the work ,toward proving Theorem B by 
showidg that a certain’ character is extendtble. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume the fo(llowiirg situation: 
(i) L c K 4 G with L a G and K/L abelian. 
(ii) USG with KU=G,tqnd~nU=L., 
(iii) L E M 4 U with M/L sol~abik, (IK/L I, lM/L I) = 1 and 
c&tf) e 1. 
(iv) Q, E Irr(L) Is ffre?t&i% to u. 
(v) ,BEIrr(K) with e,=ep; wi;ere&fK/L\. 
Then 8 is cadardfblc to G. 
We mention that the hypotheses easily imply that 8 is invariant in G 
although this is not explicitly assumed. Tor:eee this, observe that q is 
invariant in U and in K by (iv) and (v), respectively, and so QI is invariant in 
G = KU. Now q?(l) =‘e*q(l) = e@(l) and [cpx, 8) = [dp,‘B‘j = e. Thus 
qK = eB and this character is G-invariant since Q, is. Therefore B is invariant 
as claimd 
Before beginning the proof, of Theorem 6.1, we need a few reasonably 
standard lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let Nd’G un&&t t?E’Irr(& be Inuarknt in G. VO is tit 
edeidble to G, then them exists a Sylow subgtvup P/N of&/N SlichIhd 8 
is not extencfcble to P. Furthermore, P/N is noncyclk 
Pmr$ Rqdadag (G, N, 8) by an i isomor@tii character tripk, we may 
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assume that Nc Z(G). Since e(l) = 1, Theorem 6.26 of [9] applies and P 
exists with 8 not extendible as claimed. In particular, P is not abelian and so 
P/N is not cyclic. 1 
LEMMA 6.3. Let N 4 G and let 0 E Irr(N) be invariant in G. Let x E 
Irr(G ] 19). Then ~(l)/O(l))* Q 1 G : NI. In particular, x(l)’ < ] G : Z(G)1 for 
all x E Irr(G). 
Proof Let x,,, = et9. Then ex is a constituent of 8’ and comparison of 
degrees yields e%(l) = ex(l)< O”(l) = ]G : N] O(1). 1 
LEMMA 6.4. Let L = Z(K) and assume that K/L is abelian. Let 
o E Irr(L) be faithful and let 8 E Irr(K 1 rp). Then O(l)’ = IK : L ] and 
Irr(K ] rp) = { 0). 
Proof: If ker 0 > 1, then since K is nilpotent we have 1 < L n ker 8 C_ 
ker o = 1, a contradiction. Thus 0 is faithful and Theorem 2.31 of [9] yields 
that O(l)* = ]K : L ], It follows that oK = O(l)0 and so B is unique. 1 
LEMMA 6.5. Let L s Z(K) and assume that L is cyclic and K/L is 
abelian. Let A & Aut(K) be such that [K, A] s L and [L, A ] = 1. Then IA I 
divides IK: L]. 
Proof: Let U = K/L and let H = Hom(U, L). Make H into a group by 
defining multiplication pointwise. For a E A, let pa: U + L be defined by 
p,(f) = [x, a], where ff = Lx E U for x E K. Note that oa is a well defined 
element of H and that the map a + pa is an isomorphism from A into H. It 
therefore suffices to show that IHI divides 1 UI. 
Write U g X Ci, where the C, are cyclic. Then ]H] = n Hom(C,, L)] and 
it suffices to show that ] Hom(C, L)] divides ] C] for cyclic groups C. In fact, 
since L is cyclic, it is easy to see that ] Hom(C, L)] = (] C], ]L I). 1 
We are now ready to begin the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We work by induction on ] G : L 1 and proceed in a 
number of steps. 
Step 1. We may assume that (p is faithful and that L = Z(K) E Z(G). 
Proof: Since o is invariant in G, we may apply Theorem 3.1 and 
find a character triple (G*, L*, o*) isomorphic to (G, L, (p) such that L* !z 
Z(G*) and p* is faithful. For subgroups XC G with L s X, let X* c G* be 
the corresponding subgroup and for q E Irr(X, (p), let q* E Irr(X*, (p*) be the 
corresponding character. 
We claim that G*, K*, L*, U*, M*, 8* and o* satisfy conditions (i)-(v) 
in place of their corresponding objects. For conditions (i)-(iii), this is 
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immediate sin&e ‘G*/L* st c/t 8, sed 4 &nditiohs ,Qv), (v) follow from the 
defining propanQ (3.1 );of clQu+s atrIple knn&phlum. If we can.prove that 
t9*kLlMscto G”, thenlili)ti$ that 6 mtds to G. It is therefore no loss 
to sq&w G&pG* t&cm-j G f+L I(.q$G*.: L* 1 ad tlw inductive nature of the 
proof is not affected. 
Since L* E Z(k.T*), what remak+is to observe that L* = Z(K*). This 
f&lows because 
where we have used Lemma 6.3. 1 
Step 2. We may assume tha\ K/L is a chief factor of G. 
P& “Let f: <‘ WC K ‘with ‘p/L chief in G. First suppose W is 
abelp. ‘Let V= C!“(IV’Qo that @‘“$ p cl’@ ,Now hypotheses (i)-(iii) of the 
theov hold in the group ‘I$r wlfh V, IV; m,Md WM in place of K, L, U 
tid k (That CV,,(FVYk) &, 1 follows, s’m& I 
because 4 V/h JR IMIL,I) + 1.) 
= C,,,(M) d&em C&,&M) 
We p&ceed. to fmd~c~iir~ters~$ and’8 of ‘yand V so that conditions (iv) 
and (v)‘lioId .ahd we can abply theknductive &&he&s. 
@ 
u 
K 
‘V 
‘W 
I/ 
\ 
L 
/ 
Now M/L acts on W and we have (IM/L), 1 W/LI) = 1 and 
C,(M/L) = 1. By Lemma 2.5, we conclude that qw has a unique M- 
invariant irreducible constituent Q and since W is abelian, 4 extends (p. Since 
M 9 U, it follows, from the uniqueness of 9, that 4 is invariant in WU. Now 
Ler@na 2.7 al$lic& and because ,~p extends to U, we conclude that $ extends 
to IVU This.‘is condition (iv) iu VU 
Let #,be an irrt@i,ble constituent of 4’. Then B is a constituent of t?r and 
hence e = O(l j < &i) IK : V-1. By Lemma 6.5 applkd to W, we have 
‘IX: VIklW:LI and thus 
Therefore, 8(l)* ) ] Y : WI and since .Wg Z(v), Lemma 6.3 yields 8(l)’ = 
1 V : WI and condition (v) holds in the g&p W. Also, p = 0. By the 
inrktive hy@thesis, 8,extends to y EIrr(VU)-4nd (~4”)ks (wvy k p = 0. 
Thus juG is thesksii ektabriolpof6. 
607/43/3-8 
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Now assume W is nonabelian and that W < K. Since W/K is chief in G, 
we conclude that L = Z(W). Let q E Irr(W ] (8). By Lemma 6.4, we have 
qr. = fi with f * = ] W : L 1. We now see that conditions (i)-(v) hold in WU 
with W and q in place of K and 8 and since W < K, the inductive hypothesis 
yields that q extends to WU. 
Since Irr( W 19) = {v} by Lemma 6.4, we have & = q for some integer a, 
and thus IK:LI=I~(~)~=~~~(~)~=u~IW:LJ so that JK: W(=u2. We 
now see that conditions (i)-(v) hold with W, WV, WM and q in place of L, 
U, M and v, and the inductive hypothesis yields that 8 extends to G. We may 
thus assume W = K. 1 
Step 3. We may assume that C,(K/L) = L. 
Proo$ Let C= C,(K/L) so that CZ L. By Lemma 6.5, it follows 
that I C/C,(K)] divides [K/L I. Since C,(K) 2 L and (IM/L 1, [K/L I) = 1, we 
conclude that M n C E Cc(K). Since M, C 4 U, we have [M, C] E M n C 
and hence [M, C,K] = 1. Also [C,K] s L G Z(G) and so [C, K,M] = 1. 
The three subgroups lemma then yields [K, M, C] = 1. 
Since K/L is abelian, it follows from condition (iii) that [(K/L), M] = K/L 
and thus L [K, M] = K. It therefore follows from the preceding paragraph 
that C centralizes K. 
If C > L, we wish to apply the inductive hypothesis with KC, C and MC 
in place of K, L and M. (Note that we do have C a G and conditions 
(i)-(iii) hold.) W e need to find suitable characters Q E Irr(C) and 8E 
Irr(KC). 
G 
Let c be an extension of v, to U and take $ = &. Thus (iv) holds and we 
take fl to be any irreducible constituent of gKC. Now 4 is invariant in KC 
since K centralizes C and so & = a$ for some integer a with a2 < 
[KC : C] = e2 by Lemma 6.3. On the other hand, & is a constituent of 
(px = eB and so 8, is a multiple of 8 and Q = 8(l) 2 e(1) = e. It follows that 
a = e and & = 8. 
If C > L, the inductive hypothesis yields an extension of 0 to G which is 
also an extension of 8. We may thus assume C = L. 1 
Step 4. We may assume that M/L is elementary abelian. 
Proof. Let M,,/L be a chief factor of U with M, s M. Since 
MO a U, we see that C,,L(MO) is invariant under U. By step 3, C,,L(M,) < 
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K/L dud sorby slcp,2 C,,L(Me) =it 1; We may tiu161 repke ‘hd by M, and 
assume tbbnrirr, ia a. chief factor. of U.* By @onditi&n [(iii), dtf/~& ir) solvable 
andsomustbeelementaryabelian. .I 
S&p 5. Wamay assume that U/M is-d noncyclic pgroup wherep is4 a 
prime dividing jK/A{. 
Proof. Supgase 8 d&es not extend to G. By LMuna 6.2 (since 0 is 
invariant), there exists S/K E Syl,,(G/K) (for some grime p) suchthst 8 does 
not extend to S and S/K is not cyclic. Thus every irreducible constituent of 
# has degkedivisible by p. 
Let (be an extension of 4, to U and observe that ((&-,u)s)x = (p’= e@ so 
that all h~educible &nstitu’enta ,of (&Js tie in I;i(S] 8). It follows that 
IX : L I= (&-,u)‘( 1) is divisible by’p as dcsi@ a 
By the inductive hypothesis, 8 extends .to every proper subgroup 
ti&dhht@ Kkt!“~ j9’&xa not Mt$l p, S&f, we conciude &at ,SM= G. 
&~.ee$ji/L 1, it foll&s that U/M 2 6/&U 2 d/K, a nQhdp$c pgrckp as 
. 
Step 6, IU/& is noncyclic. 
T = L by step 3 and P/L is cyclic. This contradicts step 5. 1 
Step 7. There exist subgroups W, E K for 1 < i < r with r > 1 such 
that: 
(a) The W, form an orbit under conjugation by U. 
(b) n W,=K. 
(c) M 4 N(W,) for all i. 
(d) [W,, W,]= 1 for i#j. 
(e) Z(W,) = L for all i. 
Prtz$ Let A#L be a simple M-submodule of K/L and kt N= 
C,(A/fb). Them N < w  and. MjlN AtI @yGlk @ce M/L is abtlhn). Thus 
N>L by step6 and wu let W,&=C,&Vj;2A/L> l:Al&, W<‘K by 
stca, 3. 
Let w= w,, w,,.., w, be. t&a di#nGt ‘v-eof@lgatea of w. TIlen;r > 1 
taincc W G@p& be invarW alar U’by rtqr.2. Now n W, is &invariant 
sndson~,=K,Sin~NgM,wehars~~(W)and(c),~What 
remnins is to prove (d) and (e). 
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Suppose W # W for u E U. Then N” #N and hence NN” = M since 
]M : N ] is prime. Thus C wu,L(N) c C,,L(M) = 1 and so N acts with no fixed 
points on W/L. Since (] N/L ], ] W/L ]) = 1, it follows that W = L[ W, N]. 
Now [N, W, W] c [L, W] = 1 and since K/L is abelian, we have 
[W, W,N]c [L,N]=l so that [ W, N, W] = 1 by the three subgroups 
lemma. Thus W centralizes L[ W, N] = W and (d) follows. Conclusion (e) 
is now immediate from (d) and (b) since L = Z(K). u 
Step 8. 8 does extend to G. 
ProoJ: In the notation of step 7, K/L is the direct product of the 
W,/L. To see this, suppose n w1 = 1 E L with wi E Wi. We must show that 
each wi E L. Now wi centralizes W, for j # i and also w, centralizes W, since 
I and each w; with j # i do. Thus w[ E Z(K) = L. It follows that K is the 
internal central product of the W,. 
Let G, = K >Q (U/L). Suppose 8 extends to G,. By Theorem 5.3(a) there is 
a bijection K: Irr(U] (p)-, Irr(G ] 8) with r”(l) = e<(l). Taking r to be an 
extension of v, to U, y is the desired extension of 8 to G. 
What remains, is to show that 0 does extend to G,. Let 8, be the (unique) 
irreducible constituent of t9,, and let H= N,( W,). By Theorem 5.2, it 
suffices to show that 8, extends to W, >a (H/L). Since (p extends to H, it 
suffices by Theorem 5.3(b) to show that 8, extends to W,H. 
To do this, we apply the inductive hypothesis to W, H with W,, H and 8, 
in place of K, U and 0. (Note that we have MS H by step 7(c).) Conditions 
(i)-(iv) are clear in this situation and condition (v) follows from Lemma 6.4 
applied to W,. I 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Recall that the situation is the following. We have L, K a G with K/L a 
strong section of G. Also (D E Irr(L) and e E Irr(K) are invariant in G and 
8,=eqwithe*=(K:LI.WeseekHSGwithHK=GandHnK=Land 
a bijection K: Irr(H I q) + Irr(G I 6). 
We may replace the character triple (G, L, rp) with an isomorphic triple 
(G*, L *, o*) without changing either the hypotheses or the conclusion of the 
theorem. (Note that the fact that K/L is strong is determined in the group 
G/L r G*/L*.) We can therefore assume that L s Z(G) and v, is faithful, so 
that L is cyclic. Also L = Z(K) by Lemma 6.3 since e(l)’ = IK : L I. 
Now let C= C&K/L) and B = C,(K). Then B, C a G; BK c C and 
B n K = L. By Lemma 6.5,) C/B I< I K/L I and hence BK = C. Because K/L 
is a strong section, there exists N a G which induces a group S of 
automorphisms on K/L such that S is solvable, ([K/L [,I Sl) = 1 and 
C,,L(S) = 1. Replacing N by NC, it is no loss to assume that N 2 C and we 
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may identify N/C with S. Thus C/R is a aormal Hall subgroup of N/B and 
so has a complement R/B. Let H = N,(R). Since all complements to C/B in 
N/B are conjugate, the Frattini argument yields that NH = G and thus 
KH=G. 
NOW [KnH,R]sKnR=L and thus (KnH)/LS.C,,L(S)=l. 
Therefore K n H = L as desired. 
We must now show that there exists a bijection z: Irr(H 1 q) + Irr(G 10) 
such that e(l) - e{(l) for all t: E Irr(ff 1 q). By Theorem 5.3(a) it suff~cl~ to 
show that B is extendible to G, = K >a (H/L). 
Let fi be the standard copy of H/L in G, and let R and B” be the images 
ofRandBi&. 
Since B = C,(K), we see that KB= K X B and thus 8 and Q can be 
extended to 8 E Irr(K@ and 4 E Irr(L@ with BE ker 6 and b_c ker 4. Then 
&r=e$ande2=~K:L~=JK~:L~~.Also,U=L~=LX~anditfollows 
that #l is extendible to U. 
Nexk let M = Lx. Then, M/LH E S and so is solvable and ([M/L& 
I KB/LB I) = 1. Also CkgILlI(M) = 1 since l&(S) = 1. -We see that the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied in G, with K& LB, 6 and @ in place 
of K, L, 8 and cp. Thus 0 (and hence 0) is extendible to G,. This completes 
the proof of Theorem B. a 
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